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Tom enjoys long walks 
and is starting to re-enjoy 
the treadmill and working 
out with weights again. He 
has a passion for history, 
geography, and loves to 

read and write.

Now’s the time to start 
getting outside 

The days are getting warmer, 
the buds are starting appear 
on the trees, and most of 

us are probably used to the jump 
ahead to Daylight Saving Time. 

It’s a time where many of us who 
aren’t ski bums are getting outside, 
more again. 

With that in mind, it’s so vital to 
have comfortable and appropriate 
footwear, for whatever activity you’re 
going to pursue. 

Two articles in this issue are 
dedicated to the importance of good 
footwear and good foot care. 

Melinda Williams interviewed 
Dennis DeBoer, owner of DeBoer’s 
Running Store in Bountiful. 

The avid marathoner and lover of 
all things having to do with running 
tries to bring home a simple, but 
important point.

Getting fi tted with the properly-
sized shoe can make all the differ-
ence. It’s also important to go to a 
shop where the staff is knowledgeable 
about shoes, and can help you fi nd what is best 

for you. 
Along those same lines, 

Louise Shaw interviewed a 
local podiatrist, Dr. Terence 
Vanderheiden. The doctor 
advised never buying a pair of 
shoes with the idea of stretch-
ing a pair of shoes to fi t. 

He also urges shopping 
for shoes in the afternoons or 
evenings, when feet are likely 
a bit swollen. Along with that, 
one foot is likely a bit larger 
than the other. Shop for that 
bigger foot.

The last two staff-written 
stories cover completely differ-
ent material. 

Jenniffer Wardell intro-
duces us to this year’s Davis 
County Doctor of the Year, 
Dr. Thomas Coppin. He has 
shared his talents with pa-
tients near and far, including  
building a youth hospital for 

youth in far-off Ghana. 
Service has been, and is, his mantra, including 

to the youth in the Boy Scouts of America.
Finally, I explore a program for elementary 

school students that gives them a bit more time 
to be active during their school day. 

Appropriately called SPARK, it is intended 
to get kids’ bodies moving, which can be 

hard in these days where video games 
and other passive activities have 

become so commonplace. 
 Enjoy these articles and 
a lot more in this edition 

of Davis Wellness. 
Happy April!



Skin & Beauty
Physical Fitness

MORE THAN YOU KNOW
One in 10 Utah seniors have Al-
zheimer’s. Find out the effect this 
will have on you and your commu-
nity.  

BY TOM BUSSELBERG
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6 ONE SIZE DOESN’T FIT ALL
There are several different fac-
tors that determine the perfect 
running shoe for you. Learn how 
to get the best �it for your next 
race. 

BY MELINDA WILLIAMS

IN THIS ISSUE ...

4 IF THE SHOE FITS....
A poorly �iting shoe can make 
life a misery. Get tips on the best 
way to �ind the right shoe for 
you, every time. 

BY LOUISE R. SHAW 

RESEARCH RUNDOWN
Find out how gene therapy can 
lock out HIV, Vitamin D can 
�ight breast cancer, and saying 
no to TV can help stop obesity.
                       BY NALA ROGERS

8

Nutrition & Diet Healthy Aging

7 EASING THE PAIN
Is your heel hurting? Discover the 
possible causes and what can be 
done to soothe away the pain. 

BY DR. JASON CAMPBELL
AND DR. COLBY FROST

By KIRK WERSLAND, DC, CCEP

10 RESEARCH RUNDOWN
Find out which pesticide may 
be linked to Alzheimers, the 
effect a nose job can have on 
your voice, and more. 
              BY NALA ROGERS
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FIGHTING OBESITY
Schools are starting to battle 
obesity at the earliest levels. 
Discover the ways local 
districts are helping kids get 
healthier. 

BY TOM BUSSELBERG

BEYOND THE STOMACH
Find out the ways probiotics 
can do more than just improve 
your digestive health. 

10 HALF A WORLD AWAY
Hear how one local doctor 
helped a Ghanan hospital get 
the training and manpower it 
needed to save more lives. 

BY JENNIFFER WARDELL

Dental Care Health Care Innovation Physical Fitness

16

FUNGUS AMONG US
Cracked, yellow toenails can be 
a sign of foot fungus. Learn how 
to treat your feet and protect 
them in the future. 

BY DANIEL CHAPELL, D.O.

15 MOTION SICKNESS
Traveling doesn’t have to mean 
nasuea. Read tips on preventing 
the problem

BRAIN ANEURYSMS
New technique replaces open-
cranium surgery and cuts recovery 
time

BY EDWIN A. STEVENS, M.D. 
AND PHILIPP TAUSSKY, M.D.

GET UP, STAND UP
Start walking your way to 
better health with this easy to 
follow 12-week plan. 

15 NO MORE GUESSING
Take the guesswork out of 
choosing the best supplements. 
Find out how to determine the 
vitamins and minerals your 
body needs. 

BY DR. JERRY PARK

“Protect YOUR 
Special Needs Child”
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• Delays access to assets, 6 mos. to 2 yrs.
• Can run as high as 15% of your estate   
with attorney’s fees and court costs.
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FREE 
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today

“Personal Care ... Professional Results”

FAMILY 
PROTECTION
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• Guardianships
• Step-Parent Adoptions
• Medicaid Planning
• VA Aid & Attendance   
 Planning

Bring in 
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 and receive

 15% off

801-298-0640 • 915 So. Main Street, Bountiful • rowewalton.com

ROWE & WALTON PC
Robyn Walton, Attorney at Law
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Finding a shoe that fi ts
 There are cute shoes and there are comfort-

able shoes, and sometimes there are cute shoes 
that are comfortable. When that happens, 
though it may be rare, everything is right with 
the world.

To help it happen, here are some tips from 
eHow.com and About.com, on choosing the 
right shoes:

Both sites recommend 
shopping for shoes later in 
the day, when feet are likely 
a bit swollen. Shoes you try 
on earlier may end up being 
too tight.

They also suggest a half-
inch of space in the toe of the shoe.

“It is never smart to buy shoes that you 
think you can stretch or break in,” said the 
article at eHow.com.

Terence Vanderheiden, a doctor of podiatric 
medicine, recommends fi tting your shoes to 
your larger foot.

“No two feet are the same,” he said, in “How 
to Find Shoes That Fit” on About.com. “There 

are different pads and inserts that can take up 
room in the shoe if it is too big, but you cannot 
add space to a shoe that is too small.”

When trying on shoes, be sure you’re wear-
ing the same socks or nylons that you will wear 
when you’re out and about. It will make a big 
difference in comfort.

Vanderheiden recommends people stand 
when measuring their feet 

because their feet will spread 
out more.

Taking a minute to walk 
around before purchasing the 
shoes is also one of his sug-

gestions.
Several tips listed by Vanderheiden included 

being aware of the value of shoes with laces, 
which can be adjusted for “swelling variances.” 
He also suggested heels be no more than 1 1/2 
inches to avoid too much pressure on the front 
of the foot.

Other suggestions from eHow include buy-
ing shoes with good arch support and rotating 
everyday shoes to allow them time to dry.

Shoe sizes vary in many brands, accord-
ing to Vanderheiden, so don’t go solely by the 
number.

By trying it on, you’ll know if the shoe fi ts.
And hopefully it will fi t not only your foot, 

but your style.

BY  LOUISE SHAW
STAFF WRITER
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Full-Service Family Clinic from Infants to Seniors

1 in 10 Utah seniors have Alzheimer’s 
  Ten percent of Utah seniors 

have Alzheimer’s disease. 
That’s according to the Al-

zheimer’s Association’s “2014 
Alzheimers Disease Facts and 
Figures” report that was released 
March 19.

It said a woman’s estimated life-
time risk of developing Alzheimer’s 
at age 65 is one in six, compared 
with nearly one in 11 for men. 

In addition, while the concern 
of breast cancer is great to women’s 
health, women in their 60s are 
about twice as likely to develop 
Alzheimer’s over the rest of their 
lives as they are to develop breast 
cancer, the report said. 

Among Americans over 65 with 
Alzheimer’s disease, nearly two-
thirds, or 3.2 million, are women, 
said Melissa Lee, Communications 
Director for the Alzheimers As-
sociation Utah Chapter.

In addition, there are 2 1/2 
times as many women than men 

providing intensive “on-duty” care 
24 hours a day for someone living 
with Alzheimer’s disease. 

Among caregivers who feel 
isolated, women are far more likely 
than men to link isolation with 
feeling depressed, at 17 percent of 
women vs. 2 percent of men. 

The workplace is also affected by 
loved ones who provide Alzheim-
er’s care, Lee said. 

Among caregivers employed 
while also providing care, 20 
percent of women vs. 3 percent of 
men went from working full-time 
to part-time. Eighteen percent of 
women compared to 11 percent of 
men took a leave of absence. 

Of those who quit work entirely, 
11 percent were women compared 
to 5 percent for men. Ten percent 
of women lost job benefi ts com-

pared to 5 percent of men. 
More than fi ve million Ameri-

cans live with Alzheimer’s, includ-
ing 28,000 in Utah and several 
thousand locally, Lee said. 

The cost of providing care for 
Alzheimer’s victims in Utah is 
projected at nearly $2 billion, were 
those giving care paid for the hours 
they spend, Lee said. 

Nationally, that total is expected 
to reach $214 billion. In addition, 
the cost to Medicare and Medicaid 
of caring for those with Alzheim-
er’s and other dementias will reach 
a combined $150 billion, this year.  

“These numbers are set to soar 
as the baby boomers continue to 
enter the age of greatest risk for 
Alzheimer’s disease,” Lee said. 
“Unless something is done to 
change the course of the disease, 
there could be as many as 16 
million Americans living with 
Alzheimer’s in 2050.”

 

 
BY  TOM BUSSELBERG

EDITOR



Most people know their shoe 
size, or at least they think they 
do.

“Shoe sizes are not consistent. 
Different brands fi t differently,” 
Bountiful businessman, author 
and runner Dennis DeBoer said.

Even measuring doesn’t give a 
true indicator of size, the owner 
of DeBoer’s Running Store said.

“Shoe sizes can vary two to 
four and-a-half sizes because of 
the way a shoe brand runs,” he 
said. Interestingly, quality wom-
en’s shoes tend to run small for 
the size indicated, he said, and so 
it’s important to try on the shoes 
whenever you buy a pair.

DeBoer specializes in fi tting 
and selling running shoes, but 
he said, “For anything you do on 
your feet, (shoes) are the most 
important part of the equip-
ment.”

Ill-fi tting shoes can cause 
corns and bunions on feet, but 
beyond feet they can impact 
ankles, knees, hips and the back, 
DeBoer said.

That’s especially true if you 
have high arches, because poor 
fi tting shoes don’t absorb the 
impact like they should, often 
leading to injury to the point 
the person can’t run or exercise, 
DeBoer said.

Those involved in any specifi c 
activity like running or other 
sports, or jobs that demand 
they stay on their feet for a long 
period should purchase shoes for 
their specifi c demand, DeBoer 
said.

“Go somewhere (to buy 
shoes) where people know 
something about the activity 
and the shoes they’re selling,” 
DeBoer recommends.

“For everyday wear, the 
type of shoe chosen is more 
a matter of comfort,” he 
said.

One of the reasons there are 
thousands of runners in the Bos-
ton Marathon is because running 
shoes have improved so much, 
DeBoer said.

In the race’s early days in the 
late 1800s and into the 20th 
century, the race drew only about 
200 racers, DeBoer said.

Running shoes may be De-
Boer’s specialty, but when asked 
about the effects of fashionable 
high heels on women’s feet, he 
said “It’s a mystery why women 
would wear them,” especially 
since they have pointed toes as 
well, he said. “When was the 
last time you saw a woman with 
pointed toes?” he asked. “They 
(pointed toe shoes) don’t fi t 
properly.”

Most running shoes have a 
heel about one-half inch thick, 
he said. Some running shoes cur-
rently on the market have fl atter 
heels, but he believes they put 
too much stress on the calf and 
Achilles’ tendon.

Over about 30 years, DeBoer 
competed in 30 to 40 marathons, 
he said.

He is also the author of a 
book, “Running With a Shoe-
guy.”
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Shoe sizes vary by the 
brand, aren’t consistent
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BY  TOM 
BUSSELBERG

EDITOR

Ways to stop heel pain explored
    Heel pain is most often caused by 
plantar fasciitis, a condition that is 
sometimes also called heel spur syn-
drome, when a spur is present. Heel 
pain may also be due to other causes, 
such as a stress fracture, tendonitis, 
arthritis, nerve irritation, or, rarely, a 
cyst.

Because there are several potential causes, 
it is important to have heel pain properly 
diagnosed. A foot and ankle surgeon is able 
to distinguish between all the possibilities and 
determine the underlying source of your heel 
pain.

What Is plantar fasciitis? Plantar fasciitis 
is an infl ammation of the band of tissue (the 
plantar fascia) that extends from the heel to the 
toes. In this condition, the fascia fi rst becomes 
irritated and then infl amed, resulting in heel 
pain.

CAUSES:
 The most common cause of plantar fasciitis 

relates to faulty structure of the foot. For 
example, people who have problems with their 
arches, either overly fl at feet or high-arched 
feet, are more prone to developing plantar 
fasciitis.

Wearing non-supportive footwear on hard, 
fl at surfaces puts abnormal strain on the plan-
tar fascia and can also lead to plantar fasciitis. 
This is particularly evident when one’s job 
requires long hours on the feet. Obesity may 
also contribute to plantar fasciitis.

Symptoms: 
The symptoms of plantar fasciitis are:
• Pain on the bottom of the heel
• Pain in the arch of the foot
• Pain that is usually worse upon arising
• Pain that increases over a period of months
People with plantar fasciitis often describe 

the pain as worse when they get up in the 
morning or after they’ve been sitting for 
long periods of time. After a few minutes of 
walking the pain decreases, because walk-
ing stretches the fascia. For some people the 
pain subsides but returns after spending long 
periods of time on their feet.

DIAGNOSIS: 
To arrive at a diagnosis, the 

foot and ankle surgeon will ob-
tain your medical history and 

examine your foot. Throughout this process 
the surgeon rules out all the possible causes for 
your heel pain, other than plantar fasciitis.

In addition, diagnostic imaging studies such 
as x-rays or other imaging modalities may be 
used to distinguish the different types of heel 
pain. Sometimes heel spurs are found in pa-
tients with plantar fasciitis, but these are rarely 
a source of pain. When they are present, the 
condition may be diagnosed as plantar fasciitis/
heel spur syndrome.

NON-SURGICAL TREATMENT: 
Treatment of plantar fasciitis begins with 

fi rst-line strategies, which you can begin at 
home:

• Stretching exercises. Exercises that stretch 
out the calf muscles help ease pain and assist 
with recovery.

• Avoid going barefoot. When you walk 
without shoes, you put undue strain and stress 
on your plantar fascia.

• Ice. Putting an ice pack on your heel for 
20 minutes, several times a day, helps reduce 
infl ammation. Place a thin towel between the 
ice and your heel; do not apply ice directly to 
the skin.

• Limit activities. Cut down on extended 
physical activities to give your heel a rest.

• Shoe modifi cations. Wearing supportive 
shoes that have good arch support and a 
slightly raised heel reduces stress on the 
plantar fascia.

• Medications. Oral nonsteroi-
dal anti-infl ammatory drugs 
(NSAIDs), such as ibuprofen, 
may be recommended to re-
duce pain and infl ammation.

If you still have 

are affi liated with Foot & Ankle Specialists of Utah. Dr. 
Campbell is a Layton native and earned his Doctor of 
Podiatric Medicine degree at Des Moines University. 
He specializes in foot and ankle reconstruction, ankle 
arthroscopy, pediatrics, wound care and foot and ankle 
injuries. Dr. Frost also grew up along the Wasatch Front 
and graduated with his Doctor of Podiatric Medicine 
degree from Des Moines University. He specializes in 
surgical and non-surgical treatment of foot and ankle 
disorders. He is trained in complex reconstruction 
of the foot and ankle, wound care, limb salvage and 
pediatric foot deformities. 

 DR. JASON CAMPBELL
 & DR. COLBY FROST  

■ See  “HEEL” p. 13
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By Nala Rogers, Science and Wellness Correspondent
ResearchRundown

People with shaky hands may be able to enjoy 
meal times again, thanks to a new tremor-canceling 
spoon. The spoon’s thick handle senses sudden 
movements and bends the spoon attachment in the 
opposite direction, keeping food steady. Anupam 
Pathak, CEO of the company Lift Labs, designed 
the device using technology similar to the image 
stabilizers in digital cameras. In a pilot study of 15 
people with essential tremor, the most common 
cause of shaky hands, the Liftware spoon reduced 
shaking by around 75 percent and improved peoples’ 
ability to bring a fi lled spoon to their lips without 
spilling. 

Meal times for most people are a chance to social-
ize and connect with family, but for people with 
tremors they can be a frustrating ordeal, according 
to Pathak. Many people with tremors avoid eating 
where others can see them, which can lead to feel-
ings of social isolation. 

“For a lot of people there isn’t necessarily an easy 
solution,” says Michael Allen, mechanical engineer 
at Lift Labs and one of the study’s authors. “They 
don’t want to have a prescription for drugs that have 
terrible side effects, and they don’t want to have a 
costly and possibly risky brain surgery, and so this 
offers an alternative. What we’re driving for is this 
empathy-based design that offers more control and 
independence, and offers the possibility of regaining 
some dignity.”

People can purchase the spoon or view videos of it 
in action at https://www.liftlabsdesign.com. Other at-
tachments are in development, including a fork and 
a soup spoon that will be available shortly. The study 
was published online in December 2013 in “Move-
ment Disorders.”

Smart spoons created that steady shaky hands

Children and adolescents who watch a lot 
of television are at risk of becoming over-
weight, but the risk is especially high if that 
TV is in their bedroom, according to a new 
observational study. The researchers used 
phone interviews to gather data on more 
than 6,000 American youths ages 10 to 14, 
representing different races and socioeco-
nomic classes. Follow-up interviews were 
conducted two and four years after baseline. 
When other factors were held constant, bed-
room televisions were associated with almost 
a pound a year of extra weight gain. 

Other studies have found similar links 
between bedroom TVs and weight gain, but 
in the past researchers have only looked at 

children’s weight and TV habits at a single 
point in time, so they couldn’t determine 
cause and effect. This is the fi rst study to 
show that bedroom TVs are associated with 
increased weight gain over several years. 

Researchers don’t know why having the 
TV in the bedroom is more of a risk factor 
than just the hours spent watching TV, 
but they speculate that it may be related 
to disrupted sleep patterns. Whatever the 
mechanism, the results suggest that parents 
can help their kids stay healthy through the 
simple act of moving the TV into another 
room.

The study was published on March 3 in 
“JAMA Pediatrics.”

Women with healthy levels of vitamin D in 
their blood are twice as likely to survive breast 
cancer as women with low levels, according to 
a new review article. The researchers combined 
results from fi ve separate studies, each of which 
enrolled women with breast cancer who had 
their vitamin D levels checked at the time 
of diagnosis. Vitamin D levels are measured 
using serum concentrations of the metabolite 
25(OH)D, and normal levels are between 30 
and 74 nanograms per milliliter. Women in the 
highest fi fth averaged 30 nanograms per millili-
ter, at the bottom of the healthy range, whereas 
women in the lowest fi fth averaged only 17 
nanograms per milliliter. 

“On average, it comes out to about a 1 
percent drop in the risk of dying for every 
nanogram of 25(OH)D,” says Cedric Garland, 
one of the paper’s authors.

A wealth of research indicates that vitamin D 
can help prevent cancer, according to Garland. 
Fewer studies have examined the effects of 

vitamin D on cancer that has already started to 
grow. The new article suggests that vitamin D 
may be helpful in treatment as well as preven-
tion. 

It is possible that women with high vitamin 
D levels are more likely to survive for other 
reasons, making the vitamin an indicator of 
disease severity rather than a healing agent. 
However, based on past research into cancer 
survival and chemical processes in the body, the 
authors suspect that vitamin D plays an active 
role in destroying cancer. Garland recom-
mends that people have their 25(OH)D levels 
checked, and, if necessary, use supplements to 
bring them to between 50 and 70 nanograms 
per milliliter. While vitamin D is generally 
very safe, it can be risky for people with certain 
medical conditions, so people should work with 
their doctors to plan a supplement program.  

The article was published March 2014 in 
“Anticancer Research.”

Gene therapy locks HIV out of patients’ cells
About 1 percent of people with European ancestry have a mutation that 

makes them immune to most strains of HIV. Now, researchers have edited 
the DNA of infected patients to mimic this natural immunity. In a pilot 
study, cells that were genetically altered to resist HIV and infused back into 
patients’ bodies survived longer than unaltered cells. Eventually, the technique 
could be part of a treatment that will control HIV infection without 
antiretroviral drugs. 

“That is the holy grail: to try to make people with HIV not have to take 
HIV medicine, and allow the immune system to control the HIV virus on 
its own. … This is one step in that direction,” says Pablo Tebas, one of the 
study’s authors.

When people are infected with HIV, the virus decimates their immune 
system by attacking a type of white blood cell called T cells. The virus usually 
enters T cells through a receptor on the cell surface, but people with natural 
immunity have a mutation that makes them unable to produce the receptor. 
To mimic this effect, researchers cultured T cells from the blood of 12 HIV-
positive patients, then disabled the receptor genes in the cultured cells before 
infusing them back into the patients’ bodies. When six of the patients were 
temporarily taken off the drugs that were keeping the virus in check, their 
altered T cells survived better than their normal T cells, suggesting that the 
genetic manipulation effectively locked out the virus. 

To the researchers’ surprise, one patient’s virus load dropped to 
undetectable levels while he was off his antiretroviral drugs. He was later 
found to have one copy of the mutation already in his genome, giving him 
partial natural immunity. This suggests that the treatment might be especially 
helpful for HIV patients who have inherited a single copy of the immunity 
mutation. 

The study was published March 6 in “The New England Journal of 
Medicine.”

Want healthy-weight kids? Take the TV out of the bedroom

Vitamin D may help women survive breast cancer
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By Nala Rogers, Science and Wellness Correspondent
ResearchRundown

People with shaky hands may be able to enjoy 
meal times again, thanks to a new tremor-canceling 
spoon. The spoon’s thick handle senses sudden 
movements and bends the spoon attachment in the 
opposite direction, keeping food steady. Anupam 
Pathak, CEO of the company Lift Labs, designed 
the device using technology similar to the image 
stabilizers in digital cameras. In a pilot study of 15 
people with essential tremor, the most common 
cause of shaky hands, the Liftware spoon reduced 
shaking by around 75 percent and improved peoples’ 
ability to bring a fi lled spoon to their lips without 
spilling. 

Meal times for most people are a chance to social-
ize and connect with family, but for people with 
tremors they can be a frustrating ordeal, according 
to Pathak. Many people with tremors avoid eating 
where others can see them, which can lead to feel-
ings of social isolation. 

“For a lot of people there isn’t necessarily an easy 
solution,” says Michael Allen, mechanical engineer 
at Lift Labs and one of the study’s authors. “They 
don’t want to have a prescription for drugs that have 
terrible side effects, and they don’t want to have a 
costly and possibly risky brain surgery, and so this 
offers an alternative. What we’re driving for is this 
empathy-based design that offers more control and 
independence, and offers the possibility of regaining 
some dignity.”

People can purchase the spoon or view videos of it 
in action at https://www.liftlabsdesign.com. Other at-
tachments are in development, including a fork and 
a soup spoon that will be available shortly. The study 
was published online in December 2013 in “Move-
ment Disorders.”

Smart spoons created that steady shaky hands

Children and adolescents who watch a lot 
of television are at risk of becoming over-
weight, but the risk is especially high if that 
TV is in their bedroom, according to a new 
observational study. The researchers used 
phone interviews to gather data on more 
than 6,000 American youths ages 10 to 14, 
representing different races and socioeco-
nomic classes. Follow-up interviews were 
conducted two and four years after baseline. 
When other factors were held constant, bed-
room televisions were associated with almost 
a pound a year of extra weight gain. 

Other studies have found similar links 
between bedroom TVs and weight gain, but 
in the past researchers have only looked at 

children’s weight and TV habits at a single 
point in time, so they couldn’t determine 
cause and effect. This is the fi rst study to 
show that bedroom TVs are associated with 
increased weight gain over several years. 

Researchers don’t know why having the 
TV in the bedroom is more of a risk factor 
than just the hours spent watching TV, 
but they speculate that it may be related 
to disrupted sleep patterns. Whatever the 
mechanism, the results suggest that parents 
can help their kids stay healthy through the 
simple act of moving the TV into another 
room.

The study was published on March 3 in 
“JAMA Pediatrics.”

Women with healthy levels of vitamin D in 
their blood are twice as likely to survive breast 
cancer as women with low levels, according to 
a new review article. The researchers combined 
results from fi ve separate studies, each of which 
enrolled women with breast cancer who had 
their vitamin D levels checked at the time 
of diagnosis. Vitamin D levels are measured 
using serum concentrations of the metabolite 
25(OH)D, and normal levels are between 30 
and 74 nanograms per milliliter. Women in the 
highest fi fth averaged 30 nanograms per millili-
ter, at the bottom of the healthy range, whereas 
women in the lowest fi fth averaged only 17 
nanograms per milliliter. 

“On average, it comes out to about a 1 
percent drop in the risk of dying for every 
nanogram of 25(OH)D,” says Cedric Garland, 
one of the paper’s authors.

A wealth of research indicates that vitamin D 
can help prevent cancer, according to Garland. 
Fewer studies have examined the effects of 

vitamin D on cancer that has already started to 
grow. The new article suggests that vitamin D 
may be helpful in treatment as well as preven-
tion. 

It is possible that women with high vitamin 
D levels are more likely to survive for other 
reasons, making the vitamin an indicator of 
disease severity rather than a healing agent. 
However, based on past research into cancer 
survival and chemical processes in the body, the 
authors suspect that vitamin D plays an active 
role in destroying cancer. Garland recom-
mends that people have their 25(OH)D levels 
checked, and, if necessary, use supplements to 
bring them to between 50 and 70 nanograms 
per milliliter. While vitamin D is generally 
very safe, it can be risky for people with certain 
medical conditions, so people should work with 
their doctors to plan a supplement program.  

The article was published March 2014 in 
“Anticancer Research.”

Gene therapy locks HIV out of patients’ cells
About 1 percent of people with European ancestry have a mutation that 

makes them immune to most strains of HIV. Now, researchers have edited 
the DNA of infected patients to mimic this natural immunity. In a pilot 
study, cells that were genetically altered to resist HIV and infused back into 
patients’ bodies survived longer than unaltered cells. Eventually, the technique 
could be part of a treatment that will control HIV infection without 
antiretroviral drugs. 

“That is the holy grail: to try to make people with HIV not have to take 
HIV medicine, and allow the immune system to control the HIV virus on 
its own. … This is one step in that direction,” says Pablo Tebas, one of the 
study’s authors.

When people are infected with HIV, the virus decimates their immune 
system by attacking a type of white blood cell called T cells. The virus usually 
enters T cells through a receptor on the cell surface, but people with natural 
immunity have a mutation that makes them unable to produce the receptor. 
To mimic this effect, researchers cultured T cells from the blood of 12 HIV-
positive patients, then disabled the receptor genes in the cultured cells before 
infusing them back into the patients’ bodies. When six of the patients were 
temporarily taken off the drugs that were keeping the virus in check, their 
altered T cells survived better than their normal T cells, suggesting that the 
genetic manipulation effectively locked out the virus. 

To the researchers’ surprise, one patient’s virus load dropped to 
undetectable levels while he was off his antiretroviral drugs. He was later 
found to have one copy of the mutation already in his genome, giving him 
partial natural immunity. This suggests that the treatment might be especially 
helpful for HIV patients who have inherited a single copy of the immunity 
mutation. 

The study was published March 6 in “The New England Journal of 
Medicine.”

Want healthy-weight kids? Take the TV out of the bedroom

Vitamin D may help women survive breast cancer



 Adam D. Morris is a licensed 
physical therapist and owner of 
Restoration Physical Therapy in 
Kaysville. He has specialized in 
Vestibular Rehabilitation since 
2002. 

Sometimes, you’re the only person 
for the job. 

Dr. Thomas Coppin, the Bountiful 
resident recently named Doctor of the 
Year by the Davis County Medical 
Alliance, didn’t start out intending to 
help set up a pathology lab at a hospi-
tal in Ghana. But after enough people 
said that the retired pathologist would 
be the perfect person to take on the 
job, he fl ew over to see the situation 
for himself. 

“I got up to this hospital, which was 180 
miles inland, and they said ‘Oh please, can you 
help us?’” said Coppin, who added that his fi rst 
response was an unprintable word. “Because I 
knew I could fi x it.” 

His relationship with Ghana began when he 
attended a meeting in 2006, only a few days af-
ter his retirement. When the speaker mentioned 
a 1,000 bed hospital in Ghana with no patholo-
gist, a colleague decided that Coppin would be 
the perfect man to solve the problem. 

Coppin, who was more focused on an 

upcoming vacation with his brothers than 
humanitarian work, was less than thrilled by the 
idea. 

“I got dragged over to the speaker,” he said. 
“But I had other things planned.” 

BY  JENNIFER WARDELL
ASSOCIATE EDITOR

MAKING IT WORK
HALF A WORLD AWAY

Instead of retiring, 
Dr. Coppin used his 
medical expertise 
to potentially help 
thousands of 
patients at a Ghana 
hospital. 

A GHANAN street scene, above. Top right: Dr. Coppin at the hospital in Ghana. 
Courtesy photos

KOMFO 
ANOKYE 
Teaching 
Hospital, 
located 
in Ghana. 
Dr. Coppin 
supervised 
the formation 
and training 
of the 
hospital’s 
pathology 
department. 
Courtesy photo

■ See  “COPPIN” p. 11
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The need in Ghana wouldn’t go 
away, however. A year later, a repre-
sentative from The Church of Jesus 
Christ of Latter-day Saints called 
and asked if he would travel to the 
country and help with a medical 
issue there. 

“I asked them what the need 
was, but no one knew,” said Cop-
pin. 

When he investigated the 
matter, he realized it was the same 
hospital he’d been told about at the 
meeting. Pathologists study and di-
agnose diseases by looking at blood 
and tissue samples, but the Komfo 
Anokye Teaching Hospital had no 
one with the skills or training to do 
the job. 

At that point, he gave into the 
inevitable. He contacted Patholo-
gists Overseas, a non-profi t based 
in California that coordinates 
volunteer pathology work across 
the world. Using a pattern that 
had proved successful in other 
countries, Coppin and the non-
profi t worked together to recruit 
volunteer pathologists to work with 
hospital personnel. 

“They would each come out for 
four weeks, and there would be a 
successive rotation of volunteers 
until the hospital got back on its 
feet,” said Coppin. “(Pathologists 
Overseas) said ‘If you’ll be the 
project leader, we’ll help.’”

While word went out that they 

were seeking volunteers, Coppin 
worked to make sure there was a 
livable place for them to stay during 
their four weeks. 

“They said they’d give us a house 
and local transportation, but it was 
overgrown with jungle,” he said. 
“They said they’d fi x it up, and 
when I got back they’d chopped it 
all down. It was just sand.” 

Once he was certain he had 
someone set up to follow him, 
Coppin traveled to Ghana for his 
shift as the fi rst volunteer patholo-
gist. Though there was a lab in 
place, as well as two microscopes 
donated from Norway, there was 
still a lot he needed to do.  

“The stains didn’t work,” said 
Coppin, referring to the dyes 
pathologists use on tissue samples. 
“There wasn’t any differentiation 
between the nuclei and cytoplasm.” 

While he wrestled with that and 
the hospital workers’ lack of train-
ing, there were other challenges 
that cropped up.   

“The city’s water system broke 
down, so water had to be brought 
to the hospital by fi re truck,” he 
said. “The cleaning staff would 
collect what was left in buckets to 
wash the fl oor.” 

Once his four weeks was over, 
Coppin returned to Utah and over-
saw the program from home.  

“We probably had over 200 
inquiries from people wanting to 
volunteer,” he said. “I wrote a whole 
A-Z booklet about how to get your 
visa, what vaccinations you needed, 
and other things like that.” 

Eventually, locals who had 
gone to school to be pathologists 
returned to the hospital, as did a 
Ghana-born British doctor who 
promised fi ve years of service at the 
hospital. Slowly, Coppin phased 
out his volunteers. 

“I let them run out,” he said. 
“We were just in the way at that 
point.” 

The project ended in 2010, 

which was why Coppin said he 
was surprised to hear his name 
announced at the dinner where 
the Doctor of the Year award was 
handed out. 

“No one told me,” he said. “I was 
like ‘What are they talking about?’”

Thinking about it now, he 
shrugged. 

“I’m retired,” he said. “I consid-
ered it past business.”  
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Coppin

TECHNICIANS working in the hospital’s pathology lab. 
Courtesy photo

A FIRE TRUCK was needed to pump water up to the hospital. 
Courtesy photo
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BY DANIEL CHAPPELL, D.O.
 Daniel H. Chappell, 
D.O. is a recent grad-
uate of the prestigious 
Mayo Clinic where 
he completed his 
residency and board 
certifi cation in Family 
Medicine. He earned 

his undergraduate degree in Microbiology 
from BYU and his doctorate of Osteopathic 
Medicine at Touro University Nevada School 
of Medicine. 

Fungus Among Us

 Similar organisms can also get into the toenails 
and skin of your feet! 
If you have yellow, wavy, thick, or easily broken toenails, you 

likely have a fungal infection of the nails we call “Onychomycosis.” 
This could also be a sign of other, more serious diseases like diabetes, 

or immune system disorders.
Many people let this type of infection fester for years, but it is a 

treatable condition. 
Your doctor can run tests to confi rm a fungal infection which may in-

clude a scraping or nail clipping. 
 Treatment depends on how severe the infection is and may range from 

anti-fungal nail polish to oral medications or nail removal. 
Nail fungus can be hard to treat and most over-the-counter creams do not 

get to the fungus under the nail.
Prevention of nail fungus can be simple. Take care of your feet by 

keeping them clean and dry, avoid sharing nail tools, wear fl ip fl ops in 
public showers, and use moisturizer creams on your feet to avoid dead 
skin and callus buildup (food for fungus). 

If you are a runner, watch out. The constant pounding on the 
pavement can lead to callus formation and nail damage that invites 

fungus to take over. 
If you are a diabetic, caring for your nails and skin is very im-
portant, as these infections can lead to worse infection and even 

amputation. 
You only get one pair of feet so take care of them.

 When a tree falls in a forest and doesn’t make a sound, organisms called 
fungi eat away at the rotting wood and turn the tree back into usable soil.
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Laytonpediatricdentistry.com

Leland Powell- Has been practicing for 9 years, is very easy going and great with 
kids. He has two children and in his free time he loves to ride his BMX bikes. He is 
very accomodating to patients and is very willing to help in whatever way he can.

Wade Arkoudas - Has been practicing for 5 1/2 years, has a fun and entertaining 
personality, and loves to laugh and talk with his patients. He works great with kids 
and has six children of his own, fi ve boys and one girl.

Dr. Jennifer Brown - Dr. Brown has been practicing for many years in our offi ce. 
She is a family dentist who works wonderfully with patients of all ages. Dr. Brown is 
very family oriented, with a husband and three wonderful kids at home, she is caring 
and understanding to your family’s dental needs.

Dr. Leland Pack - Dr. Pack is a great orthodontist. He is very friendly and works 
well with the whole family. Dr. Pack is not limited to only children and teens, he 
sees patients of all ages. Come on in parents, we would love to see you for your 
orthodontic needs too.

Dr. Wible - Dr. Wible is a great family dentist who will make your dental experience 
one to remember. He is fun and has a vibrant personality that will make anyone love 
to come to the dentist. Dr. Wible is new to our offi ce, but practiced in California for 
many years before moving to Utah with his wife and four children. Dr. Wible loves 
dentistry and would love to see your whole family.

Meet our
 Dentists

pain after several weeks, see 
your foot and ankle surgeon, who 
may add one or more of these 
treatment approaches:

• Padding and strapping. Plac-
ing pads in the shoe softens the 
impact of walking. Strapping 
helps support the foot and reduce 
strain on the fascia.

• Orthotic devices. Custom 
orthotic devices that fi t into your 
shoe help correct the underlying 
structural abnormalities causing 
the plantar fasciitis.

• Injection therapy. In some 
cases, corticosteroid injections are 
used to help reduce the infl am-
mation and relieve pain.

• Removable walking cast. A 
removable walking cast may be 
used to keep your foot immobile 
for a few weeks to allow it to rest 
and heal.

• Night splint. Wearing a night 
splint allows you to maintain an 

extended stretch of the plantar 
fascia while sleeping. This may 
help reduce the morning pain 
experienced by some patients.

• Physical therapy. Exercises 
and other physical therapy mea-
sures may be used to help provide 
relief.

WHEN IS SURGERY NEEDED? 
Although most patients with 

plantar fasciitis respond to non-
surgical treatment, a small per-
centage of patients may require 
surgery. If, after several months 
of non-surgical treatment, you 
continue to have heel pain, sur-
gery will be considered. Your foot 
and ankle surgeon will discuss 
the surgical options with you and 
determine which approach would 
be most benefi cial for you.

LONG-TERM CARE: 
No matter what kind of 

treatment you undergo, the 
underlying causes that led to this 
condition may remain. Therefore, 
you will need to continue with 
preventive measures.  

Continued from p. 7
Heel



Obesity is being attacked head 
on.

It’s an attack with many 
“fronts,” from the obvious of food 
choices to exercise.

But there’s also an information 
element that will soon include 
a website with city-specifi c 
information about walking trails, 
exercise facilities, farmers mar-
kets, and more. 

It’s part of a fi ve-year strate-
gic plan formed around obesity 
prevention, said Tiffany Leish-
man, Outreach Planner/Health 
Educator for the Davis County 
Health Department.   

Prevention and reduction of 

obesity is the long-term goal. To 
that end, goals are based around 
making changes to the environ-
ment, various policies, and put-
ting evidence-based programs in 
place so people can have concrete 
ways to reach that goal.

More schools will be involved 
in the SPARK program, where 
physical activity is hiked by 15 
minutes in the morning and 10 
in the afternoon, Leishman said. 

That program has been piloted 
at Tolman and West Point El-
ementaries, where “great success” 
has been reported, she said. 

“As a group, we really want to 
support physical activity pro-
grams,” Leishman said. That 
includes everything from 5Ks to 
summer recreation programs.

The Safe Route to School 
Program also will be emphasized, 
where kids are encouraged to 
walk to school. 

Where needed, improvements 
will be sought along with making 
those routes easily accessible to 
parents by posting them online.

An increase in walkability and 
bikeability also will be encour-
aged, she said. That includes 
connecting trails and increasing 
bike lanes. 

Nutritionally, more commu-
nity and school gardens will be 
encouraged, bringing them closer 
to more residents.

“We’re trying to increase 
healthy fruit and vegetable 
intake,” Leishman said. “People 
can be physically active when 
gardening, and also make healthy 
choices on what foods to eat.”

Some area farmers are also 
participating in the obesity work 

group. Residents will be encour-
aged to buy fresh fruit and veg-
etables from local farmers, giving 
a healthy alternative. Attending 
Farmers Markets will also be 
encouraged.

“We’ll also be making a push 
around having family meal time,” 
Leishman said. A lot of research 
shows the benefi t children can 
gain from spending that time 
together, from building social 
skills to learning more heathy 
eating habits. 

More work site wellness pro-
grams are also being encouraged. 
That can include providing more 
chances for physical activity dur-
ing the work day, she said. 

A website is being developed 
to give people more active life-
style choices in their own areas. 
That ranges from splash pads and 
fi shing ponds to bowling alleys 
and more, Leishman said. 
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From young to older, obesity being attacked

 KNEE or HIP surgery in your future?

FREE Pre-Hab Sessions are held monthly
Thursday, April 24, 2014 at 3 pm 
Thursday, May 2, 2014 at 3 pm

The purpose of Pre-Hab is to minimize recovery
 time and improve surgical outcomes. 

ORTHOPAEDIC PRE-HAB

485 East 500 South, Bountiful Utah 84010
 sdch.com/orchardcoverehab

801-299-4800

 

Elementary school 
students getting 
more active time 
during school day



  Take guessing out of the 
equation when seeking 
out the best nutritional 
supplements. 

That’s possible thanks 
to the ZYTO Compass 
System, which prioritizes 
the body’s preferences for 
specifi c nutritional supple-
ments. 

It’s a service offered by Jerry 
Park, a doctor of chiropractic at 
Park Chiropractic, 224 S. Main, 
Suite 1 in Centerville.

The system measures your 
body’s responses to a specifi c 
library of nutritional products, 
Park said. It “asks” your body 
which products it prefers. That’s 
called biocummunication. 

When you place your hand on 
a hand cradle, stimuli are sent 
to your body representing each 
product, he explained. 

Software then records your 
responses, whether positive or 
negative, and ranks them. Posi-
tive responses are called biologi-
cal preferences. 

Compass generates a report 
showing your biological prefer-

ences, giving you a guide in your 
nutritional decisions and the 
expected benefi ts. 

The report includes easy-to-
read graphics to show which 
products are best for a patient’s 
body. Results can be printed or 
emailed. 

One size does not fi t all and 
individual needs may change, 
Park emphasized. 

People want to invest in 
supplements that will do the 
most good. Compass puts you in 
touch with your body and helps 
you make those decisions.

By making right choices you’re 
less likely to spend money on 
things you don’t need, and more 
likely to get the health benefi ts 
you’re seeking, Park said. 

The system is used by thou-
sands of health professionals 
around the world.

For more information, call 
801-292-2299. 
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Park Chiropractic
Specializing in DNFT 

(Directional Non-Force Technique)

No popping, 
cracking or 

other forceful 
treatments

Expires: 4/15/14

Just
Per treatment

$35 
Dr. Jerry Park

Tired of Guessing About Nutritional Supplements?
Dr. Park utilizes the ZYTO Compass System to test your body 
and determine the supplements you need for better health.

224 S. Main St., #1 • Centerville, UT 
801-292-2299

GRAND OPENING 
SPECIAL

New patients who begin DNFT treatments 
will receive a FREE nutritional scan

Take guessing out of supplements

 DR. JERRY PARK
 DR. JERRY PARK AND HIS WIFE MONA PARK 
own and operate Park Chiropractic in 
Centerville. They utilize a low force method 
of chiropractic in their treatments.   

System gives 
priorities for 
each person’s 
supplements 

facebook.com/davisclipper

Join the Conversation
Like 
Us 
On
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MANAGING EDITOR

Are you looking to ease into getting in shape? 
This 12-week walking schedule from the 
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute can 
start you on the path to better health. But be-
fore starting this walking plan, talk with your 
doctor if you’ve been sedentary for a long time 
or if you have serious health issues.

Try to walk at least fi ve times each week. 
Always start with a fi ve-minute, slower paced 
walk to warm up and end with a fi ve-min-
ute, slower paced walk to cool down.

Start at a pace that’s comfortable for you. Then, 
gradually pick up speed until you’re walking 
briskly — the equivalent of 3.5 miles an hour. 
You should be breathing hard, but still able to 
carry on a conversation. Each week, add two 
minutes to your walking time.

As you become more fi t, you’ll want to add 
strength training exercises, such as pushups and lunges, 
to your routine to meet the physical activity level 
recommended for healthy adults.

-By Mayo Clinic staff

Get up, stand up
Start walking with this 12-week plan

Week Warm-up Brisk walking Cool-down

 1 5 minutes 5 minutes 5 minutes

 2 5 minutes 7 minutes 5 minutes

 3 5 minutes 9 minutes 5 minutes

 4 5 minutes 11 minutes 5 minutes

 5 5 minutes 13 minutes 5 minutes

 6 5 minutes 15 minutes 5 minutes 

 7 5 minutes 18 minutes 5 minutes

 8 5 minutes 20 minutes 5 minutes

 9 5 minutes 23 minutes 5 minutes

 10 5 minutes 26 minutes 5 minutes

 11 5 minutes 28 minutes 5 minutes

 12 5 minutes 30 minutes 5 minutes
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